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There are many positive aspects in utilizing a reliable virtual directory provider can bring for your
business or organization. This consists of reduced IT charges, improved control and security, audit
and compliance initiates met, robust application environment and enhanced Microsoft centric
platform.

Most businesses and organizations do not have a merged centralized forest or domain and these
exist for different reasons like policies on corporate security or acquisitions and mergers. Because
of this, the business is faced with a challenge for information technologies groups which will set up
applications and information to users that exist in such many directories. It can also resolve this by
providing a consolidated view of information from many directories.

This enables you to deploy applications quickly across separate current directories in the virtual
directory server. This will then decrease if not eliminate password synchronization as well as other
information all over LDAP directories. It is going to also lessen the complexity in the identity
management deployment by accessing directly the information at its source.

An additional benefit is it can help your business in meeting the compliance and auditing initiatives
required by SOX and other bodies. It comes having a feature as well that can log all the activities
and operations in LDAP that allows easy retrieval and reporting. Using the reports, you will be able
to learn who logged into it and when it logged. Additionally, this allows you to track and discover the
adjustments that have been made.

Possibly one of its incredible features is increased control and security of your environment. It is not
only a virtual directory but an LDAP proxy or firewall as well. This is because it lets you gain better
control over the accounts that bind, connect and search with the LDAP directory. This also limits the
entry points to the AD which further protects your AD. This enables you to monitor and report the
changes in real time to the directory. This will also limit the modifications and searches that can be
performed against the LDAP directory. With all these rewards, your organization will be able to
improve its security over unauthorized access.
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